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Abstract The three-dimensional (across-shore, alongshore, and vertical) structure of hourly mean
currents and <0.01 Hz eddies was measured on a natural beach using 12 Acoustic Doppler Profilers. Both
eddies and alongshore currents became relatively depth-uniform inside the surfzone. Eddies showed
greater depth dependence than alongshore currents. A two-layer model, derived by scaling of the
wave-averaged shallow water equations, yielded separate equations for depth-averaged and depth-
dependent velocity components. Scaling suggests, and observations confirm, only a small role for lateral
advection in most surfzone cases, leading to one-dimensional vertical models for depth dependence. For
alongshore currents, depth dependence is generated by opposite forcing on lower and upper layers,
respectively by bottom friction (quantified by time scale k21

b ) and waves or wind. This generation is
balanced by mixing between upper and lower layers (time scale k21

m ), so the ratio between depth-
dependent and depth-averaged alongshore currents equals kb=km. Established models for bottom friction
and breaker-induced mixing predicted a surfzone reduction in kb=km consistent with the observed
reduction in alongshore current depth dependence. Scatter around trends was considerable. Alongshore
variability was significant for depth-dependence of currents and eddies. Inside (but not outside) the
surfzone, the mixing time scale k21

m was shorter than the eddy period, so a quasi-steady balance was
predicted between forcing and mixing of eddy depth dependence. Observed eddy depth dependence
exceeded predictions for barotropic eddies generated by shear production (i.e., shear instabilities), possibly
indicating generation of eddies by random breaking waves in the surfzone, or indicating baroclinic effects
outside the surfzone.

Plain Language Summary As waves break near the shore, they drive strong currents that can
erode coastlines, endanger swimmers, and transport marine organisms. These currents are not steady—
instead, they form swirling, fluctuating patterns called nearshore eddies. This paper presents the first
extensive measurements of the three-dimensional (i.e., across-shore, alongshore, and vertical) structure of
surfzone currents and eddies. Results help to test theories for currents near the shore, as well as theories for
mixing by breaking waves and by surfzone eddies.

1. Introduction

Near the shore, strong water flows generated by breaking waves transport sediments and shape coastlines
(Nielsen, 1992). Fluctuating nearshore flows also transport and mix pollutants and organisms (Grant et al.,
2005; Spydell et al., 2007). Many researchers have studied the dynamics of nearshore currents and eddies
(e.g., Dean & Dalrymple, 2002), here respectively defined as hourly mean velocities, and slow (<0.01 Hz)
departures from hourly means. Here we separate velocity profiles into depth-averaged and depth-
dependent components and focus on depth dependence. Depth dependence is important partly because
sediment transport depends most strongly on the near-bed velocity, rather than the depth-averaged veloc-
ity (e.g., Conley & Beach, 2003). Furthermore, depth-dependence may influence both horizontal and vertical
mixing (Kumar & Feddersen, 2017b; Svendsen & Putrevu, 1994). Depth-dependence is in turn influenced by
vertical mixing, so observations of surfzone depth dependence provide a test of models for breaker-
induced mixing. Field tests of models for depth dependence are less extensive than corresponding tests for
the depth-averaged flow. Specifically, large synoptic arrays of instruments have been used extensively to
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test models for horizontal variability (e.g., Elgar et al., 1997; Noyes et al., 2004), but no large synoptic array
of depth-resolving observations has previously been obtained. To resolve the three-dimensional variability
of surfzone currents and eddies, we deployed 12 profiling current meters (Acoustic Doppler Profilers, or
ADPs) in across-shore and alongshore arrays. These observations are described here and compared with
simple leading-order models for depth dependence.

Since depth-dependent and depth-averaged flows interact, we first briefly summarize key results for depth-
averaged flows. On long, straight beaches, depth-averaged alongshore currents are forced by convergence
of the wave-induced momentum flux (the ‘‘radiation stress,’’ Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964) and limited
by bottom friction (Feddersen et al., 1998; Longuet-Higgins, 1970a, 1970b; Ruessink et al., 2001). Bottom fric-
tion often plays only a minor role in the mean depth-averaged across-shore momentum balance, which is
primarily between gradients in radiation stress and pressure, with pressure gradients resulting from an
across-shore sea surface slope (‘‘wave setup,’’ Bowen et al., 1968; Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964; Rauben-
heimer et al., 2001; Stive & Wind, 1982). Mass balance ensures cancellation between a seaward Eulerian
mean flow (the ‘‘undertow’’) and a shoreward wave-induced mass flux (Svendsen, 1984).

Eddies, whose depth dependence has often been neglected, propagate alongshore at about the speed of
the mean current (Noyes et al., 2004; Oltman-Shay et al., 1989; Spydell, 2016). Early models suggested that
eddies form as instabilities of the alongshore current, which gain energy by ‘‘shear production,’’ i.e., by an
eddy-induced momentum flux that mixes the across-shore profile of the alongshore current (Allen et al.,
1996; Bowen & Holman, 1989; Dodd & Thornton, 1990). Alternatively, eddies could be generated by fluctua-
tions in radiation stress (hereafter ‘‘wave-forced’’ eddies; Haller et al., 1998). Simulated depth-uniform eddies
approximately satisfy a rigid-lid condition and respond to only the rotational, nondivergent component of
wave forcing, which at leading-order results from dissipation of breaking waves (Allen et al., 1996; Fed-
dersen, 2014; Longuet-Higgins, 1973; Peregrine, 1999). Field observations confirm generation of vertical vor-
ticity by breakers (Clark et al., 2012) and dominance of eddy kinetic over potential energy (Noyes et al.,
2004, and our section 4.3) consistent with a rigid-lid. Very low frequency (<0.004 Hz) eddies observed on an
alongshore-non-uniform natural beach were explained by wave forcing (Macmahan et al., 2004; Reniers
et al., 2007). In numerical experiments with alongshore-uniform beaches, wave forcing of eddy vorticity is
significant (for wave-averaged simulations of Long & €Ozkan Haller, 2009) or dominant (for wave-resolving
simulations of Feddersen, 2014) relative to shear production. Although these studies suggest substantial
wave forcing, eddies have also been observed in laboratory experiments with regular waves, which impose
no forcing at eddy frequencies (Reniers et al., 1997).

The depth-averaged currents and eddies discussed above are modified by depth dependence. For currents,
depth dependence is often analyzed using one-dimensional, vertical profile (‘‘1dv’’) models. Simulated depth
dependence of the undertow (Stive & Wind, 1986; Svendsen, 1984; Svendsen et al., 1987) is influenced by the
depth dependence of eddy viscosity. Laboratory (Scott et al., 2005; Svendsen, 1987; Ting & Kirby, 1994; Yoon &
Cox, 2010) and field (Bryan et al., 2012; Feddersen, 2007, 2012a, 2012b; George et al., 1994) observations confirm
theoretical predictions (Battjes, 1983) that breaking waves inject substantial turbulence. This near-surface injec-
tion of turbulence increases the ratio between mid-water-column and near-bed eddy viscosities (Cox & Kobaya-
shi, 1997; Uchiyama et al., 2010), reducing the role of the bottom stress (except in a near-bed boundary layer,
Stive & Wind, 1986; Svendsen et al., 1987) and yielding relatively strong seaward near-bed flows.

Models have also examined the depth-dependence of forcing by radiation stress gradients. This forcing can
be divided into a surface stress or near-surface momentum injection by breaking waves, and a depth-
uniform component (Deigaard, 1993; Newberger & Allen, 2007a; Rivero & Arcilla, 1995; Stive & Wind, 1986;
Uchiyama et al., 2010). On alongshore-uniform beaches, the mean depth-uniform component of alongshore
forcing is zero, so alongshore forcing is concentrated in the near-surface region of momentum injection (in
contrast, the depth-uniform component of across-shore forcing is not zero). Below this region, the mean
alongshore Reynolds stress (i.e., the vertical turbulent flux of alongshore momentum) sy52mð@hvi=@zÞ is
then independent of depth, so mean shear of the alongshore current @hvi=@z is inversely proportional to
eddy viscosity m. Therefore, if breaking increases mixing in the mid-water-column, relative to mixing near
the bed, then shear is concentrated near the bed and overlying alongshore current becomes relatively
depth-uniform (for simulations of alongshore current profiles influenced by breaker-injected turbulence,
see Feddersen & Trowbridge, 2005).
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Field observations of depth-dependent currents are qualitatively consistent with the models outlined above
(Garcez Faria et al., 1998, 2000; Haines & Sallenger, 1994). For across-shore currents in the surfzone, neglect-
ing bottom stress degrades model skill only slightly (Garcez Faria et al., 2000). Depth dependence of along-
shore currents, which is weak above a thin near-bed layer, has been quantified by fitting logarithmic
profiles to observations (Garcez Faria et al., 1998). Depth-dependence, measured in such analysis by fitted
bottom roughness, is maximum in the trough onshore of a shore-parallel sandbar. This across-shore vari-
ability in depth dependence might result from variable breaker injection of turbulence, rather than variable
physical bottom roughness (Feddersen et al., 2003; Feddersen & Trowbridge, 2005). To test a 1dv model
that incorporated breaker-injected turbulence, Reniers et al. (2004) first selected depth-averaged wave forc-
ing to reproduce observed depth-averaged currents. The model then explained nearly half of the mean
squared difference between depth-averaged across-shore currents and currents measured at specific
depths. For the small depth dependence of alongshore currents skill was lower, but usually positive.

Fully three-dimensional (3-D) circulation models have incorporated radiation stresses and breaker-injected tur-
bulence, as well as terms neglected in 1dv models such as Craik-Leibovich (CL) vortex forces (Craik, 1970; Craik &
Leibovich, 1976; Leibovich, 1983) and advection of momentum by the Eulerian mean current. Such models have
positive skill in the few field cases against which they have been tested (Newberger & Allen, 2007b; Uchiyama
et al., 2010). For a case with a steep, well developed sandbar, simulated CL forces and Eulerian advection played
minor roles in the across-shore balance but were substantial in the alongshore (Uchiyama et al., 2010). However,
these two terms almost cancel when depth averaged (because CL terms introduce momentum advection by
the Stokes drift, which opposes advection by the Eulerian undertow, Uchiyama et al., 2009, and section A4), leav-
ing approximate alongshore balance between radiation stresses and bottom friction, as is commonly assumed
(e.g., Feddersen et al., 1998). Depth-dependence of CL and advective terms remained significant.

Several models have simulated depth-dependence of eddies. Relative to depth-averaged simulations, eddy
energy was reduced when depth dependence was accounted for using a quasi-3-D model (this model
assumes a quadratic velocity profile and a depth-uniform eddy viscosity, Zhao et al., 2003). Fully 3-D simula-
tions yield similar results (Newberger & Allen, 2007b). Both the quasi-3-D and fully-3-D models assumed reg-
ular waves, and therefore imposed zero wave forcing at eddy frequencies. Failure of these models to
produce energetic eddies led Newberger & Allen (2007b) to suggest that neglected wave forcing may be
an important source of eddy energy (consistent with 2-D modeling discussed above). When time-varying,
depth-uniform forcing is added to a 3-D model energetic eddies are generated, with baroclinicity influenc-
ing depth-dependence outside the surfzone (Kumar & Feddersen, 2017a, 2017b). Lippmann and Bowen
(2016) developed an analytic model for eddy depth-dependence, neglecting wave forcing but accounting
for bottom friction and linearized lateral momentum advection in the presence of a depth-uniform along-
shore mean current. The model suggests that a wide range of depth variability is possible: near-surface
motions may be more or less energetic than near-bed motions, with vertical phase leads or lags both possi-
ble depending on vertical mixing, eddy scales, and the speed and shear of the alongshore current. The sole
field study of eddy depth-dependence was conducted on a beach with a well-developed sandbar, and
showed significant vertical structure to eddy motions (Lippmann et al., 2016). Depending on across-shore
location, measured across-shore eddy velocities were either depth-uniform or most energetic near the sur-
face, whereas alongshore velocities were sometimes most energetic near the bed. Near-surface velocity
fluctuations usually lagged behind near-bed fluctuations.

While the work outlined above provides a foundation for understanding depth-dependence of surfzone currents
and eddies, significant questions remain. For currents, 1dv models have substantial skill, but leading-order contri-
butions from the advective terms included only in 3-D models remain a possibility. Published 3-D simulations sug-
gest depth-dependence is influenced by advection for cases with a particularly steep and well-developed
sandbar, but lateral velocity gradients and associated advective terms may be reduced in cases with less steep
bathymetry. Most model-data comparisons for depth-dependent currents discussed above used velocities mea-
sured by a vertical stack of current meters mounted on a sled, which was moved to several across-shore locations
to sample across-shore variability. This approach provides excellent resolution of depth dependence but does not
resolve the lateral gradients required to evaluate advective terms and does not provide the weeks of continuous
sampling provided by large fixed arrays of instruments. The first major goal of this paper is to examine depth-
dependence of surfzone currents. Using observations obtained using a large fixed array of vertically profiling
instruments, we will quantify depth-dependence of surfzone currents through weeks of continuous sampling,
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test consistency with 1dv models, and assess the relative importance of lateral advection in depth-dependent
mean momentum balances.

For surfzone eddies, 2-D depth-averaged models are consistent with observations that do not resolve
depth-dependence, but depth-resolving observations are limited to a single study using sled-mounted
instruments (Lippmann et al., 2016). The second major aim of this paper is to examine the depth-
dependence of surfzone eddies. We will quantify eddy depth-dependence, test consistency of this depth-
dependence with 1dv models, and assess the relative importance of lateral advection to depth-dependent
eddy-frequency momentum balances.

Although vertical profiles of velocity will be presented for a few cases, summary statistics will be required to
illustrate trends measured over several weeks from 12 locations. We summarize depth-dependence using
the difference between velocities averaged over the upper and lower halves of the water-column. When
summarized in this manner, contributions to depth dependence from physical forcing mechanisms (wave
breaking, vertical mixing, bottom friction, and lateral advection) can be isolated in the wave-forced shallow
water equations and evaluated using observations. Scaling of the shallow water equations then yields sim-
ple leading-order 1dv models for surfzone depth-dependence, with advective terms appearing at higher
order. These models will guide analysis of observations.

Presentation of models (section 2) begins with definition of variables (section 2.1). Models for mixing are presented
(section 2.2), simplifications and scaling assumptions are outlined (section 2.3; details are deferred to Appendix A),
and models for depth-dependent currents (section 2.4) and eddies (section 2.5) are presented. Observations are
then introduced (section 3) with discussion of the field site, instrumentation (section 3.1), and data analysis (section
3.2). Results (section 4) are presented in turn for winds and waves (section 4.1), depth-averaged currents (section
4.2), depth-averaged eddies (section 4.3), depth-dependent currents (section 4.4), and depth-dependent eddies
(section 4.5). Alongshore variability is summarized (section 4.6) and the possible influence of stratification is noted
(section 4.7). For both currents and eddies, model predictions are compared with observed depth-dependence,
and the magnitude of lateral advective terms is estimated (section 4.8). Finally (section 5), results are summarized,
and we discuss implications for nearshore mixing, as well as potential applicability to other beaches.

2. Models for Depth-Dependent Currents and Eddies

2.1. Definitions
Let h5 mean water depth, t5 time, and ðx; y; zÞ5 (across-shore, alongshore, and vertical) coordinates
(defined so x is positive seaward, and z 5 0 and –h at the surface and the bed). Assume an alongshore-
uniform beach (@h=@y50). Let ðu; v;wÞ5 components (x, y, z) of wave-averaged velocity and let g5 wave-
averaged sea surface elevation.

Variables summarizing the vertical profile of alongshore velocity are defined in Figure 1a. Vertical averages of
velocity in the upper and lower halves of the water-column are respectively denoted vu and v‘. The vertical aver-
age of velocity over the full depth is �v5ðvu1v‘Þ=2. Depth-dependence will be summarized by Dv5ðvu2v‘Þ=2.
Similarly, uu, u‘; �u, and Du summarize the profile of across-shore velocity. The ‘‘dimensionless depth depen-
dence’’ Du=�u is zero for depth-uniform flow, is positive (negative) for surface-intensified (bottom-intensified)
flow, has magnitude 1 if ðuÞu50 or ðuÞ‘50, and has magnitude>1 if ðuÞu and ðuÞ‘ flow in opposite directions.

Forcing terms in the alongshore momentum equation are summarized in Figure 1b. Forcing by wave radia-
tion stresses includes a depth-uniform component (solid black arrows) and a breaker-induced surface stress
or near-surface momentum injection (solid grey arrows, Newberger & Allen, 2007a; Uchiyama et al., 2010).
These two alongshore forces are added, and the vertical average in the upper half of the water-column is
denoted Yu (to which surface wind stress may be added), while Y‘; Y and DY are defined following the
approach adopted for velocity. CL forcing can be incorporated, but proves negligible under assumed order-
ing (section A4). The upward turbulent flux of v momentum (i.e., Reynolds stress) denoted sm;y represents
mixing between upper and lower halves of the water-column, and the bed stress is sb;y . Similar notation is
used for forcing and mixing terms in the across-shore momentum equation: Xu; X ‘; X ; DX ; sm;x , and sb;x .

The forcing terms and velocities ð�u; �v ;Du;DvÞ are wave averaged. We will further Reynolds decompose into
mean currents and eddies, i.e., a5hai1a0 for any variable a, where angle brackets denote a 1 h average. Model-
ing will assume statistical stationarity and alongshore-uniformity (@hai=@t5@hai=@y50).
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Several known properties of wave forcing will be useful in subsequent analysis. Depth-dependence in the
wave forcing results from near-surface momentum injection, which is applied in the wave propagation
direction h. Consequently, in the surfzone where winds can be neglected,

DY=DX5tan ðhÞ: (1)

Finally, on an alongshore-uniform beach, the time-averaged alongshore component of the depth-uniform
forcing is zero leaving only near-surface momentum injection (Deigaard, 1993; Newberger & Allen, 2007a),
so hY‘i50 and

hYi5hDYi (2)

(in contrast, Y0‘; X0‘, and hX ‘i can be nonzero, so expressions analogous to (2) do not apply for time-
dependent forcing, or for mean across-shore forcing).

2.2. Parameterizations of Turbulent Mixing
Turbulent Reynolds stresses strongly influence depth-dependence and will be modelled using standard
parameterizations for eddy viscosity and bottom drag. The bed stress ðsb;x ; sb;yÞ and the mid-water-column
stress ðsm;x ; sm;yÞ are parameterized using damping coefficients kb and km, defined by

ðsb;x ; sb;yÞ52ðhkb=2Þðu‘; v‘Þ; (3)

ðsm;x ; sm;yÞ52ðhkm=2ÞðDu;DvÞ: (4)

Now k21
b is a time scale for damping of the lower layer flow by bottom friction, and k21

m is a time scale for
dissipation of ðDu;DvÞ by friction between upper and lower layers.

We evaluate kb using the drag coefficient parameterization of Feddersen et al. (2000), i.e.,
sb;y52CDða1rT 1a2jv‘jÞv‘, where CD5231023 (within the range of estimates, Feddersen et al., 1998; Fed-
dersen & Trowbridge, 2005) is the bottom drag coefficient, rT 5ðr2

u1r2
vÞ

1=2 is the root-mean-square (rms)
water speed associated with waves (ru and rv are standard deviations in across-shore and alongshore direc-
tions), and a150:66 and a250:87 are empirical constants. From (3),

kb5ð2CD=hÞða1rT 1a2jv‘jÞ: (5)

For mixing between upper and lower layers, (4) is a two-layer approximation to the eddy viscosity model
ðsx ; syÞ52mð@u=@z; @v=@zÞ (multilayer models are possible but are not pursued here). Evaluating ð@u=@z;

Figure 1. Definition of variables. (a) Profile of alongshore velocity (v, solid black arrows), extending from surface (z 5 0) to
bed (z52h). Vertical black line: velocity averaged over full depth (denoted �v ). Vertical grey lines: velocity averaged over
upper (vu) and lower (v‘) halves of water-column. Depth-dependence of velocity summarized by the difference Dv
between half-depth and full-depth averages. (b) Vertical profile of alongshore forcing. Solid black arrows: depth-uniform
component of radiation stress forcing. Grey arrows: near-surface momentum injection by breaking waves, to which
surface wind stress can be added. Vertical black line: total (depth-uniform plus near-surface) forcing averaged over full
depth (denoted Y ). Vertical grey lines: forcing averaged over upper (Yu) and lower (Y‘) halves of water-column. Depth-
dependence of forcing summarized by the difference DY between half-depth and full-depth averages. Paired opposing
black arrows: turbulent shear stress between upper and lower layers sm and bed stress sb.
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@v=@zÞ by finite-differencing upper and lower layer velocities yields (using (4) and (A6)–(A8) of Appendix
A) km58m=h2. An eddy viscosity induced by wave breaking (mw) is added to a background eddy viscosity
for nonbreaking cases (m0), so that m5mw1m0. Similarly, km5kw1k0, and

kw58mw=h2; k058m0=h2 : (6)

The wave-induced eddy viscosity mw is modeled by including breaking as an energy source in a one-
equation turbulence closure. More complex two-equation closures have been developed (Kumar et al.,
2012; Newberger & Allen, 2007a), but a one-equation closure is in agreement with observations (Feddersen,
2012b). Following Feddersen (2012b), solving a turbulent energy equation using a specified turbulent
length scale and an energy flux through the surface proportional to breaker dissipation yields

mw51D1=3Hs=c; (7)

where D5 depth-integrated energy dissipation by wave breaking (in m3 s23), Hs5 significant wave height,
150:076e2ðch=HsÞa=6, the empirical coefficient a54:38, and c50:48 is the maximum value of Hs/h far inside
the surfzone (section 4.1). Here 1 is based on the eddy viscosity at depth h=2. To estimate this eddy viscos-
ity, we modified the model of Feddersen (2012b) to specify a turbulent length scale 0:16Hs=c instead of
0:16h, and we chose the coefficient 0.076 in the expression for 1 (which in Feddersen’s notation equals
ð0:15ad4Þ1=3) to reproduce Feddersen’s result in the limit Hs5ch (Feddersen’s model was developed for this
limit; see also Kobayashi et al., 2005; Svendsen, 1987; Yoon & Cox, 2010). The Thornton and Guza (1983)
model was used to calculate breaker dissipation D, with model parameters tuned to fit the energy balance
@qx=@x52D, where the across-shore wave energy flux qx was estimated from ADP measurements (section
3.2). To account for mixing in nonbreaking cases (for which D 5 0, so kw50), we chose a background value
k056kb (justified in section 2.4) to yield the total damping parameter

km5kw16kb: (8)

2.3. Overview of Model Derivation
We now outline the approach by which simple models for ð�u; �vÞ and ðDu;DvÞ are derived from depth-
resolving wave-averaged shallow water equations (see Appendix A for additional details). Upper layer momen-
tum equations are derived by vertically averaging the primitive, depth-resolving, wave-averaged shallow water
momentum equations over upper half of the water-column. Lower layer equations are derived by averaging
over the lower half of the water-column. Adding upper and lower layer equations yields depth-averaged
momentum balances governing ð�u; �vÞ, whereas differencing these equations yields depth-dependent balan-
ces governing ðDu;DvÞ. Lateral pressure gradients, being depth-uniform, are cancelled when upper and lower
layer equations are differenced. Therefore, pressure does not directly force depth-dependence.

Reynolds decomposition of depth-averaged momentum balances for ð�u; �vÞ yields separate model equations for
depth-averaged currents ðh�ui; h�viÞ and depth-averaged eddies ð�u 0; �v 0Þ. Similarly, Reynolds decomposition of
depth-dependent balances for ðDu;DvÞ yields separate equations for depth-dependent currents ðhDui; hDviÞ
and depth-dependent eddies ðDu0;Dv0Þ. An ordering expansion is used to simplify balances, and leading-order
models for depth-dependence will be compared directly against observations. Terms formally 1 order smaller
than leading-order will also be evaluated, to check the validity of the assumed scaling and the likely magnitude
of model errors. Ordering assumes that wave propagation speeds exceed alongshore current speeds, which in
turn exceed eddy velocities or across-shore currents. Both alongshore currents and eddies are assumed weakly
depth-dependent, whereas across-shore currents have leading-order depth dependence. These velocity scalings
were chosen for consistency with observations (sections 4.2–4.5). Scaling of forcing was chosen for consistency
with weakly nonlinear wave theory. For consistency with mixing models (section 2.2), we assume kb � km. This
last assumption will prove essential to the depth-dependence of alongshore currents and eddies.

Depth-averaged balances are not the focus here, but we note that depth-averaged and time-averaged
mass conservation yields the standard balance between onshore wave mass flux and seaward undertow
(Svendsen, 1984). At leading order, the depth-averaged and time-averaged across-shore momentum equa-
tion yields the standard balance between gradients in radiation stress (often denoted @Sxx=@x, where Sjk is
the radiation stress tensor) and pressure (the setup balance, Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964). Since depth-
averaged wave forcing and pressure cancel at leading order, net forcing of depth-averaged across-shore
currents is small. In contrast, the alongshore component of wave forcing is not balanced by pressure (there
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is no mean alongshore pressure gradient on an alongshore-uniform beach). This contrast yields alongshore
currents an order larger than across-shore (h�vi � h�ui), consistent with the scaling outlined above. The
depth-averaged and time-averaged alongshore momentum equation yields

kbh�vi
2

2hYi50; (9)

which is a standard balance between bottom friction (first term) and alongshore wave forcing (second
term, often denoted ð1=hÞ@Sxy=@y, Longuet-Higgins & Stewart, 1964). The time-dependent part of the
depth-averaged shallow water equations yields standard linearized wave-forced, depth-averaged equations
for rigid-lid eddies (e.g., Dodd et al., 1992, with wave forcing added). The depth-averaged mass flux ðh�u0;
h�v 0Þ is nondivergent, and responds only to the rotational, nondivergent part of wave forcing. In contrast,
the depth-dependent eddy velocities ðDu0;Dv0Þ can converge or diverge (because they are unaffected by
pressure and the rigid-lid condition).

2.4. Depth-Dependent Currents
When time-averaged momentum balances in upper and lower layers are differenced, the resulting across-
shore and alongshore momentum equations are

kmhDui2hDXi5RhDui; (10)

2kbh�vi=21kmhDvi2hDYi5RhDvi; (11)

where the residuals

RhDui5kbðh�ui2hDuiÞ=2; (12)

RhDvi52hDui @h
�vi
@x

2
kbhDvi

2
; (13)

are formally an order smaller than terms on the left of (10) and (11), and terms smaller than these residuals
are omitted. For derivation, see Appendix A. Residuals RhDui and RhDvi will be neglected in modeling but are
noted so their magnitudes can be evaluated to check model errors.

From (10), generation of depth-dependent across-shore velocity by depth-dependent wave forcing hDXi
approximately balances dissipation of depth-dependence by interfacial mixing kmhDui. Wave forcing is
larger than the bottom frictional terms in the residual RhDui by a factor of order

lhui5
2hDXi
kbh�ui

� 1; (14)

where the last inequality follows from scaling (section A3). Previously, Stive and Wind (1986) noted that bottom
friction is a small player in the mean across-shore momentum balance at most elevations. Neglecting bottom fric-
tion, they developed a 1dv model balancing forcing and Reynolds stress, to which (10) is a two-layer equivalent.
Although bottom friction has little effect at most elevations, satisfaction of the no-slip condition ensures that bot-
tom friction does remain important in a bottom boundary layer (Svendsen et al., 1987) that is not resolved here.

Although bottom friction plays only a small role in the across-shore momentum balance (10), it plays a
leading-order role in the alongshore balance (11). Indeed, in (11), wave forcing (hDYi) and bottom friction
(kbh�vi=2) terms contribute equally, so their ratio

lhvi5
2hDYi
kbh�vi

51; (15)

where the last equality follows from (2) and (9). In its incorporation of bed stress, Reynolds stress, and along-
shore surface stress, (11) is a two-layer equivalent of many 1dv alongshore current models (e.g., Feddersen
& Trowbridge, 2005).

The contrast between lhui � 1 (14) and lhvi51 (15) occurs because h�ui � h�vi. In turn, h�ui � h�vi because
pressure cancels leading-order depth-averaged across-shore wave forcing, but not alongshore forcing
(section 2.3).
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The values of lhvi and lhvi influence the dimensionless depth-dependence of currents, and analogous
parameters will influence depth-dependence of eddies (section 2.5). For the alongshore current, neglecting
RhDvi and rearranging (11) yields

hDvi
h�vi 5

kb

2km
11lhvi
� �

: (16)

For the across-shore current, neglecting RhDui and rearranging (10) yields

hDui
h�ui 5

kb

2km
lhui: (17)

Now (16) would resemble (17) if, instead of equaling 1, lhvi were� 1.

Substituting lhvi51 from (15) into (16) yields

hDvi
h�vi 5

kb

km
: (18)

Therefore, alongshore depth dependence is generated by equal and opposite forcing of the lower layer
(bottom friction) and the upper layer (winds and waves). This generation at rate kbh�vi is balanced by mixing
kmhDvi, yielding (18). From (18), strong depth-dependence of mixing (kb � km) is required for weak depth-
dependence of alongshore currents (hDvi � h�vi). Expression (18) and observations of hDvi=h�vi will be
used to test parameterizations for kb and km.

To relate hDui to mixing parameterizations, (1), (10), (15), (17), and (18) are combined to yield

2tan ðhÞ hDui
h�vi 5

kb

km
; (19)

where wind forcing has been neglected, as is appropriate inside the surfzone.

Outside the surfzone kw � 0, so model (8) implies km56kb. This km value was chosen for consistency
with (18). In the absence of breaking, the eddy viscosity model m5ju�zð2h2zÞ=ð2hÞ (Reniers et al., 2004,
where j5 0.4 and u�5s1=2

b ) yields a velocity profile v5ðu�=jÞflog ðz=z0Þ2log ½ð2h2zÞ=ð2h2z0Þ�g, where
z05 bottom roughness length. Substituting this profile into definitions of hDvi and h�vi, and assuming
apparent roughness z051022 m (e.g., Drake et al., 1992), yields hDvi=h�vi � 1=6 in 4 m depth, justifying
the choice km56kb outside the surfzone.

2.5. Depth-Dependent Eddies
Across-shore and alongshore momentum equations governing depth-dependence of eddies are

2kb�u0=21kmDu02DX05RDu0 ; (20)

2kb�v 0=21kmDv02DY05RDv0 ; (21)

where the residuals

RDu052
@Du0

@t
2h�vi @Du0

@y
2�u0

@hDui
@x

2hDui @
�u0

@x
2hDvi @

�u0

@y
2kbDu0; (22)

RDv052
@Dv0

@t
2h�vi @Dv0

@y
2Du0

@h�vi
@x

2�u0
@hDvi
@x

2hDui @
�v 0

@x
2hDvi @

�v 0

@y
2kbDv0; (23)

are an order smaller than the terms on the left of (20) and (21), and terms smaller than the residuals are
omitted. Residuals are neglected in modeling, but are noted so their magnitudes can be estimated to check
model errors.

At leading order, (20) and (21) for fluctuating eddy velocities resemble the steady state balance (11) for the
alongshore current. Eulerian and advective accelerations (@=@t and h�vi@=@y) appear only as high-order
residuals, because the time scale for interfacial mixing k21

m is assumed to be smaller than the typical eddy
period (a few hundred seconds). This short time scale for interfacial mixing is implied by the scaling
adopted for current modeling (section 2.4 and A2), and will prove consistent with rapid mixing predicted by
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the model (section 2.2) for breaker-induced eddy viscosity. However, this approximation will prove inaccu-
rate outside the surfzone.

The vertical profile model of Lippmann and Bowen (2016) neglected wave forcing (third term of (20) and
(21)) while incorporating bottom friction and vertical mixing (first two terms of (20) and (21)). This model
also incorporated time dependence (first term of (22) and (23)), and some of the possible advective terms
(specifically the second term of (22) and (23) and the third term of (23)). The model of Kumar and Feddersen
(2017a, 2017b) incorporated fully three-dimensional advection but assumed depth-uniform forcing and
hence neglected effects represented by ðDX0;DY0Þ in (20) and (21).

To obtain simple expressions for the depth-dependence of eddies, let ra1 ;a2 5ha01a02i=ðha021 i
1=2ha022 i

1=2Þ be the
correlation between any two variables a1 and a2. It can be shown that

hDu02i1=2

h�u02i1=2
5

kb

2km
112rDX ;�u lu01l2

u0
� �1=2

; (24)

hDv02i1=2

h�v 02i1=2
5

kb

2km
112rDY;�v lv01l2

v0
� �1=2

; (25)

where

lu05
2hDX02i1=2

kbh�u02i1=2
; (26)

lv05
2hDY02i1=2

kbh�v 02i1=2
: (27)

These expressions are obtained by neglecting RDu0 and RDv0 in (20) and (21), moving terms ðDX0;DY0Þ and
ðkb�u0=2; kb�v 0=2Þ to the right hand side, squaring, averaging, taking the square root, and rearranging. If
rDX ;�u 5rDY0 ;�v 051 then (24) and (25) resemble (16).

Eddy depth-dependence predicted by (24)–(27) depends on the ratio between wave forcing and bottom
friction (i.e., lu0 ;lv0 ), as clarified by consideration of three cases:

Case 1: eddies are generated by shear production, without significant wave forcing (i.e., DX0;DY0 � 0). Now
lu0 ; lv0 � 0 and (24) and (25) reduce to hDu02i1=2=h�u02i1=2

5hDv02i1=2=h�v 02i1=2
5kb=ð2kmÞ: Comparing this

with (18), dimensionless depth dependence of eddies is half that of the alongshore current (because both
wave forcing and bottom friction contribute to alongshore current depth dependence, but in this case only
friction generates eddy depth dependence).
Case 2: wave forcing and bottom friction make reinforcing, equal contributions to vertical structure
(rDX ;�u 5rDY0;�v 05lu05lv051). Now (24) and (25) become hDu02i1=2=h�u02i1=2

5hDv02i1=2=h�v 02i1=2
5kb=km: Eddies

have the same dimensionless depth dependence as the alongshore current. Decorrelation (rDX ;�u ; rDY0;�v 0 < 1)
would reduce vertical structure.
Case 3: Wave forcing dominates generation of vertical structure, with no significant role for bottom friction.
Now lu0 ;lv0 � 1 and (24) and (25) resemble (17). Dimensionless depth-dependence of the eddies greatly
exceeds that of the alongshore current.

Analysis of alongshore and across-shore currents (sections 2.3 and 2.4) suggests how Cases 2 and 3 might
arise. For alongshore currents, pressure played no role, and lhvi51. Similarly, for purely rotational and non-
divergent ðX 0;Y0Þ and ðDX0;DY0Þ, pressure plays no role, and behavior may resemble Case 2. Next, recall
the case of mean across-shore currents, for which lhui � 1 because pressure gradients limited h�ui, but not
hDui. Similarly, if wave forcing of eddies were purely irrotational, then high pressure would quickly develop
in regions of convergent ðX 0;Y0Þ (and low pressure would develop in regions of divergent forcing) to pre-
vent leading-order convergence of the depth-averaged eddies (i.e., a rigid-lid condition applies), limiting
ð�u0; �v 0Þ. In contrast, convergence of ðDX0;DY0Þ does generate convergent ðDu0;Dv0Þ (i.e., upper layer veloc-
ity convergence and equal lower layer divergence, with zero net contribution to depth-averaged flow)
which has no effect on pressure, and which is in turn unaffected by pressure (recall that pressure cancels
from depth-dependent momentum equations (section 2.3) and therefore does not directly affect
ðDu0;Dv0Þ). Therefore, for irrotational forcing, pressure limits ð�u0; �v 0Þ but not ðDu0;Dv0Þ, which resembles the
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undertow case, so lu0 ;lv0 � 1 and strong vertical structure may result (Case 3). Numerical simulations sug-
gest a mix of rotational and divergent forcing (N. Kumar, personal communication, 2016), from which we
expect eddy dimensionless depth dependence slightly exceeding that of the alongshore current.

3. Field Observations and Data Analysis

3.1. Site Description and Instrumentation
The major deployment was conducted in 2011 on natural beach at Duck, North Carolina (the site of numer-
ous previous experiments, e.g., Birkemeier et al., 2001; Feddersen, 2007; Garcez Faria et al., 1998, 2000; Lipp-
mann et al., 2016). A smaller trial deployment was conducted in 2010 on an Oregon beach. During the
Oregon deployment, under intense wave breaking, agreement was found between ADP and nearby Acous-
tic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) measurements (Appendix B). Further discussion outside Appendix B refers
only to the Duck deployment.

Waves were measured in 8 m depth using an array of bottom-mounted pressure gauges maintained by
staff of the US Army Corp of Engineers Field Research Facility. Using an amphibious vehicle (Lee & Birke-
meier, 1993), bathymetry was surveyed on 17 October and 16 November (yeardays 290 and 319, Figure
2). Wave conditions were regularly imaged by cameras maintained by Oregon State University’s Coastal
Imaging Laboratory. Winds were measured by an anemometer mounted on a pier about 400 m south of
the ADP array. Several times per week, a CTD was lowered from the pier, in 8 m depth, to estimate den-
sity profiles.

Twelve Nortek Aquadopp ADPs measured pressure and vertical profiles of velocity at locations X1–X7 in an
across-shore array, and Y1–Y6 in an alongshore array, with X4 and Y2 denoting a common element of both
arrays (Figure 2a). A 1 MHz ADP at X7 recorded velocity in 0.66 m vertical range bins, whereas all others
were 2 MHz units recording in 0.33 m bins. Each ADP was mounted 0.3–0.6 m above bed on a vertical iron

pipe. ADPs sampled continuously from 18 October to 6 November
(yeardays 291–310), at 1 Hz for locations X1–X7, Y1–Y2, and at 0.5 Hz
for Y3–Y6. For each ADP, orientations measured using an external
compass were modified by a time-constant offset of <48, chosen to
ensure that mean wave angles were consistent with Snell’s law for
refraction (e.g., Herbers et al., 1999). Pipe elevations were surveyed,
ADP elevations were measured relative to the pipes, and corrections
of <5 cm were applied to ensure that the estimated mean sea surface
was flat on days with small waves and winds. Acoustic reflections
from the sea surface and bed were used to estimate changes in sea-
bed elevation during the deployment (Appendix C).

3.2. Data Analysis
The sea surface elevation above each ADP was estimated every sec-
ond from measured atmospheric and water pressures, using linear
wave theory to account for depth dependence of pressure. Velocities
above the estimated surface were discarded. An entire hour’s data
from a velocity range bin was discarded whenever either (i) the bin
was above the instantaneous surface for >2.5% of the hour or (ii) the
mean bin elevation was too near the mean sea surface, i.e., when
ðzj10:33 m2zAÞ > 0:9ðhgi2zAÞ, where zj, zA, and hgi are elevations of
the bin, ADP, and mean sea surface. In remaining cases, any discarded
data points were replaced by temporal linear interpolation to calcu-
late hourly velocity statistics.

Data were filtered by frequency band. For a given ADP during a given
hour, let uj be the hour-long across-shore velocity time series mea-
sured at the jth range bin, with hourly mean huji. A linear function of
time was fitted to uj, and departures from this trend were filtered into
‘‘eddies’’ (frequencies< 0.01 Hz, denoted u0j ), an ‘‘infragravity’’ band

Figure 2. Seabed elevations (m, NAVD88) measured on yeardays (a) 290 and
(b) 319. Red dots mark locations of ADPs X1–X7 and Y1–Y6.
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(0.01–0.05 Hz, denoted u00j ), and ‘‘waves’’ (0.05–0.25 Hz, denoted u000j ). Frequencies> 0.25 Hz were dis-
carded. Similar filtering was applied to alongshore velocity vj and pressure p. At Y3–Y6, where ADP sam-
pling frequency was relatively low, wave-frequency observations were discarded.

For each ADP, the wave-frequency sea level fluctuation g000 was calculated from pressure p000 using linear
wave theory. The significant wave height Hs was calculated as four times the standard deviation of this
wave-frequency sea level, denoted 4hg0002i1=2. For each ADP, the depth-integrated across-shore wave energy
flux qx was calculated by averaging estimates obtained from the lowest five range bins, i.e., qx5ð1=5ÞP5

j51 qx;j (this energy flux was used to tune the wave dissipation model, which was in turn used to estimate
breaker-induced mixing, see section 2.2). To estimate qx;j the depth-integrated energy flux spectrum was
calculated from the cospectrum between g and uj, using linear theory to account for depth dependence,
and integrated over all wave frequencies. A similar calculation yielded an alongshore flux qy. The mean
wave angle h was calculated as the direction of vector (qx, qy), with positive h indicating waves approaching
from north of shore-normal. Although 1 Hz ADP velocity time series are noisy, estimates of mean wave
angle are not (e.g., Appendix B), because many degrees of freedom are collected when integrating cospec-
tra over all wave frequencies (cospectra are unbiased, since noise in g and velocity are uncorrelated). Lateral
separation between acoustic beams (<1.4 m) was small compared with typical wavelengths (e.g., 35 m for
6 s waves in 4 m depth) and was neglected.

If wave propagation shoreward from 8 m depth matched nondissipative linear theory for peak-frequency
waves, the wave height in depth h would be

Hnd5
cg8cos ðh8Þ
cghcos ðhhÞ

� �1=2

H8; (28)

where cg8 and cgh are peak-frequency group velocities in 8 m depth and depth h, calculated from linear the-
ory, and h8 and hh are corresponding wave angles. The angle in h8 was measured by the pressure array, and
hh was estimated from Snell’s law: sin ðh8Þ=c85sin ðhhÞ=ch, where c8 and ch are peak-frequency phase
speeds in depths 8 m and h. The ratio Hnd=h will be used to determine across-shore instrument locations
relative to the edge of the surfzone (section 4.1).

Bin averages will be used to evaluate consistent relationships between pairs of variables a and b measured
at a single ADP. Divide the range of b values into equally spaced increments centered on b1; b2;b3; . . .,
such that bj115bj1d. The bin-average jjajjbj

is then the average of a over all hours when
bj2d=2 < b < bj1d=2. Data will often be binned by values of b5Hnd=h. To streamline notation, when bin-
ning by Hnd=h we omit the subscript, so jjajj denotes jjajjHnd=h.

The elevation of the boundary between upper and lower layers was evaluated as seabed elevation plus half
the hourly mean depth h. Raw upper (or lower) layer velocities, denoted ðuÞur (or ðuÞ‘r ) were estimated by
averaging velocities above (below) the boundary elevation. If observations spanned <30% of either layer,
data were discarded. This led to removal of most data from X1 and X2, so these ADPs are discarded from all
bin-averaged analysis. Depth-averaged flows ð�u; �vÞ were calculated as ½ðuÞur1ðuÞ‘r ; ðvÞur1ðvÞ‘r �=2. Depth-
dependence ðDu;DvÞ was calculated as B½ðuÞur2ðuÞ‘r ; ðvÞur2ðvÞ‘r �=2, where B5h=½2ðzu2zlÞ�, with zu and zl

the mean elevation of velocity bins used to calculate ½ðuÞur ; ðvÞur � and ½ðuÞ‘r ; ðvÞ‘r � (B> 1 because velocity
data were absent near the surface and the bed).

Velocity variances are biased high by instrument noise. To assess and remove bias, the covariance between
velocities measured in adjacent range bins was estimated. If velocity varies little between adjacent bins
then estimated covariances resemble variances, but are nearly unbiased because the noise in acoustic
measurements is almost uncorrelated between bins. Raw variances are also biased in layer-averaged analy-
sis. For example, hourly raw variance of ðu0Þur is

hðu0Þ2uri5h
1

NU

X
j2U

u0j

 !
1

NU

X
k2U

u0k

 !
i5 1

N2
U

X
j;k2U

hu0j u0ki; (29)

where U is the set of NU functioning velocity bins in the upper layer. This estimate is biased high by instru-
ment noise owing to cases j 5 k. Discarding the biased elements and averaging the rest gives
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hðu0Þ2uri �
1

NUðNU21Þ
X

j; k2U;

j 6¼ k

hu0j u0ki: (30)

Similar approaches were used to obtain unbiased estimates of all quantities involving layer averages
(h�u02i; h�v 02i; hDu02i; hDv02i; h�u 0Du0i, etc.)

Coherence and phase between eddy-frequency motions were calculated using band-integrated spectra.
Let Uf ða1; a2Þ be the cross-spectrum at frequency f between any two variables a1 and a2 (so Uf ða1; a1Þ
and Uf ða2; a2Þ are power spectra). Let uða1; a2Þ5

Ð 0:01Hz
0 Uf ða1; a2Þ df be the integral of the spectrum

across all eddy frequencies. Now uða1; a1Þ is simply the variance of eddy-frequency fluctuations in a1,
here estimated using unbiased methods as above. The band-integrated phase between a1 and a2 is the
phase of uða1; a2Þ, and the band-integrated coherence is

K5
uða1; a2Þ

½uða1; a1Þuða2; a2Þ�1=2
: (31)

Spectra were estimated for every hour. Asymptotic spectral sampling distributions (e.g., Welch, 1967) sug-
gest a p 5 0.05 significance level for jK 2j of 0.045, although application of such significance levels to band-
integrated statistics is questionable. Statistical stability is improved by bin-averaging hourly estimates.
About 30 hours are averaged in a typical bin, yielding a p 5 0.05 significance level for jK j of
ð0:045=30Þ1=2 � 0:04.

To calculate the residual RhDvi neglected in (11), let aj be the value of any variable a at Xj, so the estimate of
a midway between Xj and Xj11 is ðaÞj11=25ðaj111ajÞ=2, and the difference between a at Xj and Xj11 is
@j11=2 a5aj112aj . Now the estimated RhDvi midway between Xj and Xj11 is

R̂hDvi52ðhDuiÞj11=2

@j11=2 h�vi
@j11=2 x

2
ðkbhDviÞj11=2

2
: (32)

A similar expression was used to evaluate R̂hDui. To estimate the rms magnitude of RDu0 , we assume terms
are uncorrelated, approximate @a0=@t � a0=T where T5 200 s is a typical eddy period, and neglect poorly
resolved alongshore derivatives to obtain

R̂Du05

� hDu02ij11=2

T 2
1h�u02ij11=2

@j11=2hDui
@j11=2x

� 	2

1hDui2j11=2



@j11=2�u0

@j11=2x

� 	2�
1 k2

bhDu02i
� �

j11=2

�1=2

:

(33)

A similar expression was used to estimate RDv0 .

4. Results

Time series summarizing conditions observed throughout the deployment are presented in Figure 3. A vari-
ety of statistics are plotted together so that timing of fluctuations can be compared. Throughout this sec-
tion, each time we introduce a new statistic we will return to a new plot of Figure 3.

4.1. Winds, Stratification, and Waves
Wind speeds ranged from 1 to 21 m s21 (Figure 3a). Stratification Dq5 density at 6 minus depth-surface
density ranged up to 0.4 kg m23 (Figure 3b). For the smallest wave heights Hs < 0.4 m (e.g., yearday 300,
Figure 3c), breaking occurred only within a few meters of shore (Figure 4a). For moderate heights Hs �
1.5 m (e.g., day 302), breaking extended part-way across the array X1–X7 (Figure 4b). The largest wave
heights reached Hs5 4 m in 8 m depth, although heights at the ADP array were smaller owing to breaking
extending offshore of the ADP array (Figures 3c and 4c). To minimize data losses in Figure 3 resulting from
burial of individual ADPs, data from all functioning aquadopps in the alongshore array were averaged (only
Y1–Y2 resolved incident waves, but Y1–Y6 were all used for observations of currents and eddies discussed
below). Alongshore variability among instruments Y1–Y6 is summarized in section 4.6.
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Across-shore profiles are contrasted for selected hours on days 300, 301, and 309 (Figure 5). Tidal stages
were similar for the selected cases (nearly indistinguishable grey lines, Figure 5a). The large waves observed
after day 301 (Figure 3c) caused onshore erosion and offshore accretion (black lines Figure 5a). Outside the
surfzone, observed wave height Hs matched the prediction Hnd (28) of nondissipative theory (e.g., matching
black and grey lines in Figure 5b, day 300 (circles), and day 301 at X7 (cross at x5 407 m)). In the outer surf-
zone, Hs=Hnd dropped slightly below 1, owing to intermittent breaking (e.g., day 301, X4–X6 at 250 <x <
330 m, Figure 5b). In the ‘‘saturated surfzone,’’ Hs=Hnd dropped substantially below 1, owing to widespread
breaking (e.g., day 309, and day 301, X1–X3 at x 	 220 m). Binning data by Hnd=h and averaging (section
3.2) establishes the consistency of these trends. Outside the surfzone (Hnd=h < 0:35), jjHsjj=jjHndjj � 1 (Fig-
ure 6). In the saturated surfzone (Hnd=h > 0:6), jjHsjj=jjHndjj � ch=Hnd , consistent with the saturated break-
ing condition Hs5ch with fitted c50:48 (Figure 6; separation of lines for Hnd=h > 0:6 indicates weak
dependence of c on location). The outer surfzone (0:35 < Hnd=h < 0:6) is a region of unsaturated breaking.

At Y1–Y2, mean wave angles ranged from oblique propagation from the north (h5308, day 301) to oblique
propagation from the south (h52308, day 293, Figure 3d). Missing data results from burial of both Y1 and
Y2, owing to bed accretion. Mean angles decreased slightly as waves propagated across the array and into
shallow water (Figure 5c), consistent with theory (e.g., Herbers et al., 1999).

Figure 3. Time series observed during deployment. (a) Wind velocity (grey: seaward. black: alongshore). (b) Density differ-
ence from surface to 6 m depth. (c) Wave height at Y1–Y2 (grey) and in 8 m depth (black). (d) Wave angle at Y1–Y2. (e–h)
Velocities, across-shore grey, alongshore black, averaged over functioning instruments from alongshore array Y1–Y6. (e)
Depth-averaged current, (f) depth-dependent current, with red dotted line indicating prediction (18), (g) standard devia-
tion of depth-averaged eddy velocity, (h) standard deviation of depth-dependent eddy velocity, and (i) estimated mixing
parameters kb (dashed red), kw (grey) and km5kw16kb (black).
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4.2. Depth-Averaged Currents
Consistent with forcing by radiation stresses, the depth-averaged
alongshore current h�vi usually flowed to the south (north) when
waves approached from the north (south, Figures 3d and 3e and 5c
and 5d), and was strongest inside the surfzone (e.g., day 302 (crosses),
Figure 5d). On day 301, jh�vij � 1.5 m s21 under oblique, moderate
energy waves (Figures 3c–3e and 5c and 5d). Although waves were
larger on day 309, angles were almost shore-normal, and alongshore
currents were comparable to day 301. The depth-averaged across-
shore current was usually smaller than the alonghsore current and
flowed seaward (h�ui > 0, Figure 3e).

4.3. Depth-Averaged Eddies
Standard deviations of across-shore and alongshore eddy velocities
(h�u 02i1=2 and h�v 02i1=2) ranged from 0.01 to 0.25 m s21, with the largest
values observed during storms (Figure 3g) and inside the surfzone (Fig-
ure 5e). The ratio between eddy kinetic and potential energies is
R5hðh�u 02i1h�v 02i)/(ghg02iÞ. Bin-averaged R ranged from 6.8 to 12 in the
saturated surfzone, indicating dominance by nongravity, rigid-lid
motions, for which R� 1 (not shown, cf., Lippmann et al., 1999; Noyes
et al., 2004). In the outer surfzone, R5 3.7–5.4, suggesting a small depar-
ture from the rigid-lid approximation, and outside the surfzone R5 1.2–
2.2, suggesting significant divergent, gravity wave contributions.

4.4. Depth-Dependent Currents
Examples of depth-dependent currents are shown for low-energy,
moderate-energy, and high-energy conditions in Figures 7, 8, and 9,
respectively. Consistent with previous observations and theory
(Putrevu & Svendsen, 1993; Reniers et al., 2004), across-shore currents
were usually surface-intensified outside the surfzone (e.g., Figures 7a–
7g; at X4, hDui > 0 in 72% of cases when Hnd=h < 0:35) and bottom
intensified inside the surfzone (e.g., Figures 8a–8d and 9a–9g; at X4, h
Dui < 0 in 98% of cases when Hnd=h > 0:6), although bottom-
intensification was sometimes weak in high-energy conditions (e.g.,
Figures 9a–9g). Of the minority of hours when X4 was outside the
surfzone and hDui < 0, winds blew onshore in 86% of cases (for
hDui > 0, winds were onshore for 52% of cases, not shown). This sug-
gests significant wind forcing, consistent with findings of previous
researchers (Lentz & Fewings, 2012). Alongshore currents were usually
surface intensified (hDvi and h�vi the same sign, Figures 3e and 3f and

Figure 5. Across-shore profiles measured 7–8 A.M., yearday 300 (circles, dashed
lines), 5–6 A.M., yearday 301 (crosses, solid lines) and 12–1 A.M., and yearday 309
(pluses, dotted lines). (a) Elevation z of seabed (black) and mean sea surface (grey).
(b) Significant wave height Hs (black) and shoaled nondissipative wave height Hnd

(grey). (c) Wave angle h. (d) Depth-averaged alongshore current h�vi. (e) Standard
deviation of depth-averaged eddy-frequency across-shore (grey) and alongshore
(black) velocity.

Figure 4. Rectified photographs of surfzone during (a) low (yearday 300), (b) moderate (yearday 302) and (c) high (yearday 309) energy conditions. Red circles
show locations X1–X7 and Y2–Y6. Imaged region extends 600 m alongshore by 480 m across-shore.
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7h–7n), although depth-dependence was small inside the surfzone
(e.g., Figures 8h–8n and 9h–9n) and an unexplained case of substan-
tial bottom-intensification was observed on day 309. Depth-
dependent currents hDui and hDvi had similar magnitudes (black and
grey curves, Figure 3f).

Bin-averaged dimensionless depth-dependence of the alongshore
current hDvi=h�vi decreased from about 0.17 outside the surfzone to
nearly zero in the saturated surfzone (filled blue symbols, Figure 10a;
to avoid cancellation of the denominator when h�vi reverses, we plot
jjsignðh�viÞhDvijj=jjabsðh�viÞjj, where absðh�viÞ denotes absolute value,
and signðh�viÞ51 or 21 when h�vi > 0 or< 0). Consistent with theory
(sections 2.3 and 2.4), dimensionless depth dependence was greater
for the across-shore current (i.e., jhDui=h�uij > jhDvi=h�vij, compare
unfilled green and filled blue symbols, Figure 10a) despite similar
dimensional depth-dependence (i.e., jhDuij and jhDvij comparable,
Figure 3f) because the depth-averaged current was predominantly
alongshore (i.e., jh�uij < jh�vij, Figure 3e). The alternative normalization
for hDui suggested by (18) and (19) was roughly consistent with
observations in the saturated surfzone (i.e., jj2signðh�viÞtan ðhÞhDuijj=jj
absðh�viÞjj and hDvi=h�vi of similar magnitude, compare dashed black
lines with filled blue symbols for Hnd=h > 0:6, Figure 10a). In the outer
surfzone, depth-dependence of the undertow departed from (19) as h
Dui reversed sign. Both hDui and hDvi were scattered about bin aver-
ages (not shown), with large scatter for the across-shore current out-
side the surfzone, possibly owing to reversals in winds.

4.5. Depth-Dependent Eddies
Depth-dependence in standard deviation of eddy velocity, clear under low-energy conditions (Figure 11),
was reduced under moderate (Figure 12) and high (Figure 13) energies. Consistent with manufacturer’s esti-
mates, the difference between unbiased covariance-based and biased variance-based estimates of standard
deviation (circles and crosses, Figure 11) suggest noise variance in single-bin eddy-frequency ADP

Figure 6. Ratio between observed and nondissipative wave heights (Hs=Hnd ,
(28)) versus dissipation parameter Hnd=h. Data binned by Hnd=h, each symbol a
bin average of all data at one ADP. Grey curve indicates saturated breaking
condition Hs5ch. Vertical dotted lines indicate boundaries between outside
surfzone (Hnd=h < 0:35), outer surfzone, and saturated surfzone (Hnd=h > 0:6).

Figure 7. Profiles of (a–g) across-shore and (h–n) alongshore mean current, 7–8 A.M., yearday 300 (significant wave height
0.30 m in 8 m depth). Black circles: currents from ADPs X1–X7 (Figure 2), from X1 on left (Figures 7a and 7h) to X7 on right (Fig-
ures 7g and 7n). Light grey curves, (d, k) currents from alongshore array (Y1, Y3–Y6). Thick grey horizontal lines indicate seabed
and mean sea surface. For reference, at X4 (Figures 7d and 7k), ðh�ui; h�viÞ5 (0.016 and 0.089 m s21) and ðhDui; hDviÞ5 (0.020
and 0.028 m s21).
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measurements of (0.01 m/s)2 and (0.014 m/s)2 for 2 MHz and 1 MHz ADPs, respectively. This noise, clear in
the low-energy case, was not significant for intermediate or high energies (Figures 12 and 13). All eddy sta-
tistics other than the circles in Figures 11–13 use unbiased estimators.

Standard deviation of depth-dependent eddy velocity ranged from <0.005 to about 0.025 m s21 (Figure
3h). Layer averages used for ðhDu02i; hDv02iÞ estimates have more degrees of freedom than the single bins
plotted in Figures 11–13. Nevertheless, the smaller values were barely above the noise floor, and unbiased
estimators produced a few (5%) negative ðhDu02i; hDv02iÞ estimates (not plotted). Bin averages collect many
more degrees of freedom, were relatively stable, and never produced negative ðhDu02i; hDv02iÞ.

Dimensionless depth dependence for eddy velocities ranged from 0.5 outside the surfzone to <0.1 inside
the saturated surfzone, with the same trend observed for both hDu02i1=2=h�u 02i1=2 and hDv02i1=2=h�v 02i1=2 at
all across-shore locations (Figure 10b). A weak local maximum in depth dependence near the outer edge of

Figure 8. As Figure 7, but for 5–6 A.M., yearday 301 (significant wave height 1.7 m in 8 m depth). At X4, ðh�ui; h�viÞ5 (0.11
and 20.82 m s21) and ðhDui; hDviÞ5 (20.028 and 20.0053 m s21).

Figure 9. As Figure 7, but for 12–1 A.M., yearday 309 (significant wave height 4.0 m in 8 m depth). At X4, ðh�ui; h�viÞ5 (0.43
and 21.2 m s21) and ðhDui; hDviÞ5 (20.013 and 0.0061 m s21).
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the surfzone (Hnd=h � 0:35) might result from enhanced generation of depth-dependence at the onset of
breaking. However, depth dependence then grows stronger for the smallest Hnd=h, possibly owing to den-
sity stratification. Interpretation of the strong depth-dependence outside the surfzone is complicated by
the presence of significant gravity wave motions (section 4.3).

Figure 10. Bin-averaged dimensionless depth-dependence of (a) mean currents and (b) eddies versus dissipation parameter
Hnd=h. (a) Filled blue and unfilled green symbols respectively hDvi=h�vi and hDui=h�ui. Dashed black lines: 2tan ðhÞhDui=h�vi
(19). Locations X3–X7 respectively marked by circles, squares, stars, upward-pointing triangles, and downward triangles.
Each symbol represents a bin average, with only bins containing
8 data points plotted. Vertical dotted lines indicate
boundaries between outside surfzone (Hnd=h < 0:35), outer surfzone, and saturated surfzone (Hnd=h > 0:6). (b) As Figure
10a, but filled blue and unfilled green symbols, respectively, hDv02i1=2=h�v 02i1=2 and hDu02i1=2=h�u 02i1=2 (blue and green curves
are difficult to distinguish, indicating very similar scaling for eddy across-shore and alongshore velocities).

Figure 11. Profiles of (a–g) across-shore and (h–n) alongshore root-mean-squared eddy velocity, 7–8 A.M., yearday 300
(significant wave height 0.30 m in 8 m depth). Black circles: calculated from raw variance, across-shore array X1–X7, with
onshore instrument X1 on left (Figures 11a and 11h), and offshore instrument X7 on right (Figures 11g and 11n). Black
crosses: calculated from covariance between adjacent rangebins. Grey curves, (d, k) alongshore array Y1, Y3–Y6. Thick
grey horizontal lines indicate seabed and mean sea surface. For reference, at X4 (Figures 11d and 11k), ðh�u 02i1=2; h�v 02i1=2Þ
5 (0.0090 and 0.012 m s21) and ðhDu02i1=2; hDv02i1=2Þ5 (0.0063 and 0.0065 m s21).
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Band-integrated coherence (31) between upper layer velocities ½ðu0Þu; ðv0Þu� and lower layer velocities ½ðu0Þ‘;
ðv0Þ‘� approached 1 during storms, and dropped to about 0.75 under low-energy conditions (not shown).
Bin averages of the band-integrated coherence between ð�u 0; �v 0Þ and ðDu0;Dv0Þ were below 0.5 (Figure 14a).
This low coherence suggests that the vertical profile of velocity lacks a consistent shape; if any consistent
profile shape f2ðzÞ and time dependence f1ðtÞ could be found such that u0 � <ff1ðtÞ f2ðzÞg then coherence
would be near 1 (here <fag denotes the real part of a). Phases between ð�u0; �v 0Þ and ðDu0;Dv0Þ were usually
less than 908 outside the surfzone, indicating surface intensification (see second paragraph of section 2.1),
and exceeded 908 inside the saturated surfzone, indicating bottom-intensification (Figure 14b). Phases tran-
sitioned through 908 in the outer surfzone, indicating that near-bed velocities lagged near-surface velocities.
Neither bottom-intensification, nor the observed lag of near-bed velocity, would be expected if vertical
structure were primarily generated by bottom friction.

Figure 12. As Figure 11, but for 5–6 A.M., yearday 301 (significant wave height 1.7 m in 8 m depth). At X4, ðh�u 02i1=2;

h�v 02i1=2Þ5 (0.051 and 0.047 m s21) and ðhDu02i1=2; hDv02i1=2Þ5 (0.010 and 0.014 m s21).

Figure 13. As Figure 11, but for 12–1 A.M., yearday 309 (significant wave height 4.0 m in 8 m depth). At X4, ðh�u 02i1=2;

h�v 02i1=2Þ5 (0.18 and 0.11 m s21) and ðhDu02i1=2; hDv02i1=2Þ5 (0.0076 and 0.012 m s21).
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Our results can be compared with those of Lippmann et al. (2016). We observed a transition between
surface-intensification and bottom-intensification in the outer surfzone, where most Lippmann et al. (2016)
observations where made, making comparisons of surface-intensification and bottom-intensification diffi-
cult. Nevertheless, like Lippmann et al. (2016), we observed numerous cases of bottom-intensified v0, partic-
ularly at the most offshore locations (compare black stars and triangles with black circles and squares,
Hnd=h > 0:6, Figure 14b). We usually observed near-bed velocity lagging near-surface velocity, whereas
Lippmann et al. (2016) observed the opposite. Some differences between the two data sets might be
explained by scatter in the observations, particularly in light of the substantial alongshore variability (section
4.6), while other differences might result from differences in bathymetry, particularly the presence of a well-
developed bar in the Lippmann et al. (2016) case.

4.6. Alongshore Variability
To quantify alongshore variability for any quantity a, let �ay be the average along Y1–Y6 of a, and let ay0 be

the departure from this average. Near-alongshore-uniformity is indicated by ay0 � �ay . Depth-averaged
alongshore currents and depth-averaged eddy velocities were fairly alongshore-uniform (for currents, the

rms throughout the deployment of h�viy
0

and h�viy
were respectively, 0.037 and 0.43 m s21; for eddies, rms

ðh�u02i1=2Þy
0
; ðh�v 02i1=2Þy

0
; h�u02i1=2

y
and h�v 02i1=2

y
were respectively, 0.0056, 0.0051, 0.075, and 0.057 m s21).

Depth-averaged across-shore currents showed substantial alongshore variability (rms h�uiy
0

and h�uiy
respec-

tively 0.055 and 0.16 m s21), as did depth-dependent components of both currents (grey curves, Figures

729d and 9k; rms hDuiy
0
; hDviy

0
; hDuiy

, and hDviy
respectively 0.0092, 0.0080, 0.022, and 0.023 m s21), and

eddies (square root of rms ðhDu02iÞy0; ðhDv02iÞy
0
; hDu02iy

, and hDv02iy
respectively 0.0069, 0.0056, 0.014, and

0.011 m s21). The causes of alongshore variability are unclear, but alongshore bathymetric variability (Figure
2) likely played a role.

4.7. The Influence of Stratification on Mixing
In the absence of wave breaking, substantial inhibition of mixing by stratifi-
cation is expected if the Richardson number Ri52ðg=qÞð@q=@zÞ=
½ð@h�ui=@zÞ21@h�vi=@zÞ2� exceeds about 0.05. We approximated @q=@z by
Dq=h, where Dq is the surface-to-bed density difference, and we evaluated
ð@h�ui=@z; @h�vi=@zÞ by finite differences using ðhDui; hDviÞ. We estimated
Dq at X1 by assuming (i) that near-surface density at X1 equaled near-
surface density measured in 8 m depth and (ii) that density near the sea-
bed elevation z52h at X1 equaled the density at the same elevation in
the 8 m profile (similarly for other instrument locations). This likely overesti-
mates Ri, since Dq likely decreases onshore of 8 m (Hally-Rosendahl et al.,
2014; Kumar & Feddersen, 2017b). Both outside and inside the surfzone,
bin-averaged Ri exceeded 0.05 in all but one case (not shown; the excep-
tion was X1 for Hnd=h51:34). This suggests substantial inhibition of mixing
by stratification outside the surfzone. Inside the surfzone, Richardson num-
ber, which does not account for breaker-induced mixing, may become less
relevant. Previous studies suggest that breaker-induced mixing is often suf-
ficient to eliminate stratification in the surfzone (Hally-Rosendahl et al.,
2014; Kumar & Feddersen, 2017b).

4.8. Model-Data Comparison
4.8.1. Mixing Parameters
Theoretically (18), depth-dependence of the alongshore current is con-
trolled by the ratio between near-bed and mid-water-column mixing
parameters kb and km, here predicted using drag coefficient and eddy vis-
cosity models (section 2.2). At Y1–Y6, the simulated time scale k21

b (5) for
dissipation of the depth-averaged alongshore current by bottom friction
ranged from about 15 min during storms to several hours during low-
energy conditions (dashed red curve, Figure 3i). The time scale k21

m (equa-
tions (5–8)) for elimination of depth-dependence by mid-water-column

Figure 14. Bin-averaged coherence and phase between depth-
averaged and depth-dependent eddy velocities. Black: between Dv0

and �v 0. Grey: between Du0 and �u 0 . Zero phase indicates surface intensifi-
cation, 1808 phase indicates bottom-intensification, positive quadrature
indicates lag of near-bed velocity. Significance (p< 0.05) roughly for
jCoherencej > 0.04 (dependent on number of hours in a bin).
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mixing ranged from tens of seconds during storms to tens of minutes
during low-energy conditions (solid black curve, Figure 3i). Breaker-
injected mixing kw (section 2.2) dominated mid-water-column mixing
under high-energy conditions (solid black and grey curves nearly
equal, Figure 3i), but breaker-injected mixing became negligible out-
side the surfzone, where simulated wave dissipation was very small.
Consistent with assumed scaling, kb � km (Figure 3i).
4.8.2. Currents
Observed depth-dependence will be compared with model (18),
which predicts hDvpredictedi5ðkb=kmÞh�vi. At Y1–Y6, this prediction
resembled observations, although scatter was considerable, with
unexplained bottom-intensification observed on days 308–309 (com-
pare thin black and dotted red lines, Figure 3f). When the dimension-
less depth dependence hDvi=h�vi was bin-averaged by kb=km values,
observations were consistent with (18), although scatter was consider-
able (filled symbols, Figure 15; we calculated jjsignðh�viÞhDvijjkb=km

=jj
absðh�viÞjjkb=km

to avoid cancellation in the denominator). The best fit
slope is very near 1, but this slope partly results from model selection:
alternative plausible background values for km, other than 6kb (section
2.4), would yield slightly different slopes. Nevertheless, the correlation,
with order-one slope, is encouraging.

Consistent with the assumed ordering, the neglected residual RhDui in
the depth-dependent mean across-shore momentum equation was
small compared with retained terms (whether averaged outside the surf-
zone, in the outer surfzone, or in the saturated surfzone, absðR̂hDuiÞ was
<10% of the mean absðkMhDuiÞ, not shown). The neglected residual in
the alongshore balance was also usually small (the mean absðR̂hDviÞ was

<10% of the mean absðkMhDviÞ at all locations outside surfzone, in outer surfzone, and at X5–X7 in saturated
surfzone). However, absðR̂hDviÞ did reach a maximum of 20% of the mean absðkMhDviÞ at X3–X4 in the satu-
rated surfzone. The term hDuið@h�vi=@xÞ (Svendsen & Putrevu, 1994) dominated RhDvi. Including this term did
not significantly change the results shown in Figure 15 (not shown).
4.8.3. Eddies
Eddy depth-dependence exceeded that of the alongshore current (compare Figure 10b with filled blue
symbols of Figure 10a) and also exceeded simulated kb=km (Figure 15). Models (24) and (25) then sug-
gest a depth-dependent forcing larger than bottom friction (i.e., lu0 ; lv0 > 1). Inside the surfzone, this is
consistent with theory for eddies generated by a mixture of rotational and irrotational forcing (Case 3,
section 2.5), and inconsistent with theories for generation purely by shear production or rotational forc-
ing (Cases 1 and 2). Outside the surfzone, interpretation is complicated by the possible role of stratifica-
tion (section 4.7) and by significant departures from the rigid-lid approximation (i.e., low R values,
section 4.3). The high eddy depth dependence cannot be explained by instrument noise because vari-
ance estimators are unbiased.

Consistent with assumed ordering, the neglected residuals RDu0 and RDu0 were usually smaller than retained
terms in the surfzone (for both saturated and outer surf zones, both jjR̂2

Du0 jj
1=2=jjk2

mhDu02ijj1=2 and jjR̂2
Dv0 jj

1=2

=jjk2
mhDv02ijj1=2 were <0.19 at all across-shore locations, not shown). In contrast, outside the surfzone resid-

uals became large (jjR̂2
Du0 jj

1=2=jjk2
mhDu02ijj1=2 and jjR̂2

Dv0 jj
1=2=jjk2

mhDv02ijj1=2 ranged from 0.38 to 0.69). The
neglected terms were dominated by ð@Du0=@t; @Dv0=@tÞ. The importance of these terms could be antici-
pated from the fact that the mixing time scale k21

m is comparable to the eddy period outside the surfzone
(solid black curve, Figure 3i). Of the other residual terms outside the surfzone, hDui@�u 0=@x and hDui@�v 0=@x
were moderately small (<0.31 of retained terms), and other terms were smaller (<0.15 of retained terms).

5. Summary and Discussion

Observations and modeling highlight the role of depth-dependent mixing in controlling the depth-
dependence of nearshore currents and eddies. Consistent with previous studies (Cox & Kobayashi, 1997;

Figure 15. Bin-averaged dimensionless observed depth dependence hDvi=h�vi
(filled black symbols), hDv02i1=2=h�v 02i1=2 (unfilled black), and hDu02i1=2=h�u 02i1=2

(unfilled grey), versus ratio kb=km between simulated near-bed and interfacial
mixing parameters. For mean current hDvi=h�vi, dashed red line indicates
agreement with (18).
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Feddersen & Trowbridge, 2005; Reniers et al., 2004; Uchiyama et al., 2010), models suggest that breakers
increase mixing at mid depths, relative to mixing near the bed, homogenizing surfzone velocity profiles.
Observed depth dependence of currents was consistent with this prediction (Figure 15). For alongshore cur-
rents, theory predicts that opposite forces on lower and upper layers (bottom friction, and wind or wave
forcing) generate depth dependence and are balanced by interfacial turbulent mixing.

For eddies, depth dependence also declined with increasing breaking. Observed eddy depth-
dependence consistently exceeded that of the alongshore current (Figure 10). This observation was
inconsistent with theory for eddies generated by shear production but might be explained if surfzone
eddies were wave forced, given forcing that included a significant divergent component. Observed
phases between depth-averaged and depth-dependent eddy velocities differed from expectations for
depth dependence generated by bottom friction but might also be explained by wave forcing. Our
observations were broadly consistent with the outer surfzone observations of Lippmann et al. (2016),
with both studies showing measureable eddy depth-dependence. As expected given differing bathy-
metric conditions, some differences were found between the two studies (e.g., we observed near-bed
velocity usually lagging near-surface velocity, whereas Lippmann et al. (2016) usually observed the
opposite).

This paper emphasizes the transition to depth-uniformity with increasing wave breaking, but outside the
surfzone stratification likely played an important role. Richardson numbers suggested substantial inhibition
of vertical mixing by stratification outside the surfzone, whereas previous work suggests that breaker-
induced mixing if often sufficient to eliminate most stratification inside the surfzone (Hally-Rosendahl et al.,
2014; Kumar & Feddersen, 2017b). Observations outside the surfzone were further complicated by the pres-
ence of significant divergent motions at eddy frequencies (i.e., eddy kinetic energy only 1.2–2.2 times
greater than potential).

The diffusivity for surfzone-scale lateral mixing is often Oð1 m2 s21Þ (Clark et al., 2010; Spydell et al., 2007).
This mixing is likely dominated by essentially depth-uniform eddies, although shear dispersion (Pearson
et al., 2009; Svendsen & Putrevu, 1994) associated with depth-dependent currents and eddies might also
play a role. Using velocities measured at a single depth, Clark et al. (2010) estimated that the shear disper-
sion contribution was small in a natural surfzone. From bin averaging, our observations suggest alongshore
and across-shore diffusivities for shear dispersion by currents, equal to ðhDui2=km; hDvi2=kmÞ, were both
Oð1021 m2 s21) outside the surfzone, and Oð1022 m2 s21) inside (not shown). Such small diffusivities sug-
gest that shear dispersion played a small role in the surfzone of this beach, although we cannot rule out
shear dispersion as a significant factor outside the surfzone.

For both mean currents and eddies, surfzone observations were consistent with predicted dominance
of depth-dependent momentum balances by steady state forcing and vertical mixing (i.e., the terms
included in steady 1dv models), with minimal role for lateral advection or time dependence. This domi-
nance by forcing and steady state mixing results from a short interfacial mixing time scale (tens of sec-
onds in energetic surf zones). Such rapid mixing is consistent with previous estimates of surfzone eddy
viscosity (e.g., applying (6) to eddy viscosities of Clark et al., 2010; Uchiyama et al., 2010). Rapid mixing
is also suggested by previous observations showing <5 s lag between passage of breaking waves and
a resulting increase in vertical vorticity in the mid water-column, albeit in just 1.2–2 m depth (Clark
et al., 2012). Outside the surfzone, the interfacial mixing time scale becomes comparable to an eddy
period, and time dependence becomes important to depth-dependent eddy-frequency momentum
balances.

Previous models for flow on beaches with steep shore-parallel sandbars indicate a significant influence of
across-shore advection (Lippmann & Bowen, 2016; Newberger & Allen, 2007a; Uchiyama et al., 2010). In
contrast, observations presented here, collected over relatively uniform depths in the absence of a sand-
bar, suggest only a small influence of lateral advection on depth-dependence. This contrast might be
explained if the sharp lateral gradients associated with steep sandbars increase the importance of lateral
advection.

The trends reported above are based on bin-averaging, and individual 1 h averages showed significant scat-
ter about these trends. A variety of neglected processes, possibly including alongshore variability, might be
responsible for this scatter. Depth-averaged across-shore currents, as well as depth-dependent currents and
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eddies, often showed clear alongshore variability, whereas depth-averaged eddies and depth-averaged
alongshore currents were more alongshore-uniform.

Appendix A: Model Derivation

A1. Two-Layer Model
Coordinate z will be replaced by r5z=h (so the bed and the surface correspond to r521 and r 5 0; unlike
Mellor (2008, 2011), this r coordinate is fully Eulerian), and w will be replaced by x5w2ur@h=@x. Let (X, Y)
be across-shore and alongshore components of depth-dependent wave forcing. Neglecting Coriolis, the
wave-averaged barotropic, rigid-lid shallow water equations are (Blumberg & Mellor, 1987)

@hu
@t

1
@hu2

@x
1
@huv
@y

1
@ux
@r

1
@sx
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1gh

@g
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5hX; (A1)
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where @=@x indicates a derivative holding r (rather than z) constant.

There is zero Lagrangian-mean flow across the sea surface, so

xjr505
@h�us

@x
1
@h�v s

@y
; (A4)

where ð�us; �v sÞ is the depth-averaged horizontal Stokes drift, and xjr50 denotes x evaluated at r 5 0 (cf.,
Hasselmann, 1971; Newberger & Allen, 2007a). Zero flux through the seabed yields xjr52150.

Two-layer analysis is derived by layer-averaging (A1)–(A3). For any variable a, the upper layer average is
ðaÞu52

Ð 0
20:5 a dr, the lower layer average is ðaÞ‘52

Ð20:5
21 a dr, the depth-average is

�a5½ðaÞu1ðaÞ‘�=2; (A5)

and depth-dependence is measured by

Da5½ðaÞu2ðaÞ‘�=2: (A6)

To evaluate layer-averages of momentum flux terms (second and third terms of (A1) and (A2)), we approxi-
mate velocity with linear functions of depth:

u5�u14Duðr10:5Þ; (A7)

v5�v14Dvðr10:5Þ: (A8)

From (A5) to (A8)

uv5�u �v1ð4=3ÞDuDv; (A9)

DðuvÞ5�uDv1�vDu: (A10)

Replacing v with u in (A9) and (A10) yields expressions for u2 and Dðu2Þ (similarly, replacing u with v yields
v2 and Dðv2Þ).

For brevity, we present analysis only for mass conservation and alongshore momentum equations. Analy-
sis for across-shore momentum follows the same approach, although differences in scaling (section A2)
modify ordering of the subsequent expansion (section A3). Depth-averaging (A2) and (A3) and using (A9)
yields

@h�v
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1
@h½�u �v1ð4=3ÞDuDv�

@x
1
@h½�v 21ð4=3ÞDv2�

@y
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5hY ; (A11)
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@h�u
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1
@h�v
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1xjr5050; (A12)

where ss;y is the surface stress. Applying D to (A2) and (A3) and using (A10) yields
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@hð�uDv1�vDuÞ
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1ðvxjr501ss;yÞ1sb;y22ðvxjr520:51sm;yÞ5hDY; (A13)
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@x

1
@hDv
@y

1xjr5022xjr520:550: (A14)

Surface stress ss;y , which results from forcing by winds or breaking waves, is incorporated into the total forc-
ing of the upper layer:

ðYÞu5ðYÞu2h21syjr50: (A15)

Corresponding depth-averaged forcing is Y5ðYÞu1ðYÞ‘, and depth-dependent forcing is DY5ðYÞu2ðYÞ‘.

A2. Scaling
Scaling assumptions are first listed, then discussed. Let L5 surfzone width, H5 typical depth, and define the
ordering parameter �� 1 as the standard deviation of wave-frequency velocity divided by the wave phase
speed. Order-one dimensionless variables, denoted by � , are defined by

t5ðL=cÞ�21t�; (A16)

ðx; yÞ5Lðx�; y�Þ; (A17)

h5Hh�; (A18)

ðh�ui; h�viÞ5cð�2h�u�i; �h�v�iÞ; (A19)

ðhDui; hDviÞ5cð�2hDu�i; �2hDv�iÞ; (A20)

hxi5cðH=LÞ�2hx�i; (A21)

ð�u 0; �v 0Þ5cð�2�u0�; �
2�v 0�Þ; (A22)

ðDu0;Dv0Þ5cð�3Du0�; �
3Dv0�Þ; (A23)

x05cðH=LÞ�3x0�; (A24)

hX i5ðc2=LÞ�2hX �i; (A25)

hDXi5ðc2=LÞ�2hDX�i; (A26)

X 05ðc2=LÞ�3X 0�; (A27)

DX05ðc2=LÞ�3DX0�; (A28)

kb5ðc=LÞ�kb�; (A29)

km5ðc=LÞkm�: (A30)

Y is scaled in the same manner as X .

Velocity scalings (A19), (A20), (A22), and (A23) were chosen for consistency with observations (sections 2.3 and
4), and because mass conservation requires h�ui to balance the Stokes drift, which is Oð�2cÞ. Eddies have along-
shore and across-shore scales comparable to the surfzone width, and propagate alongshore with speed
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roughly h�vi, leading to (A16) and (A17) (Noyes et al., 2004; Oltman-Shay et al., 1989). Wave-frequency velocity
of order �c implies (A25) (Longuet-Higgins, 1973). Forcing by breakers has leading-order depth-dependence
(Deigaard, 1993; Stive & Wind, 1986; Uchiyama et al., 2010), implying (A26). Assuming small eddy-frequency
modulations in ðX ;YÞ leads to (A27) and (A28). Consistent ordering of mass balance equations then requires
(A21) and (A24), while consistent ordering of the alongshore momentum balance (9) requires (A29). Then
(A30) proves necessary for weak depth-dependence of the alongshore current.

A3. Perturbation Expansion for Depth-Dependent Mean Alongshore Momentum Equation
Time-averaging (A13) yields

@

@x
½hðh�uihDvi1h�u0Dv0i1h�vihDui1h�v 0Du0iÞ�

1ðhvihxijr501hv0x0ijr501hss;yiÞ1hsb;yi

22ðh�vihxijr520:51h�v 0x0ijr520:51hsm;yiÞ5hhDYi;

(A31)

where temporal and alongshore derivatives have been eliminated using stationarity and alongshore unifor-
mity. Using (3), (4), (A15), and (A17)–(A30),

@

@x�
½h�ð�4h�u�ihDv�i1�5h�u0�Dv0�i1�3h�v�ihDu�i1�5h�v 0�Du0�iÞ�

1�3ðh�v�i12�hDv�iÞhx�ijr501�5hð�v 0�12�Dv0�Þx0�jr50i2�2 h�kb�
2
ðh�v�i2�hDv�iÞ

22ð�3h�v�ihx�i1�5h�v 0�x0�iÞjr520:512�2 h�km�
2
hDv�i5�2h�hDY�i;

(A32)

where we have used vjr505�v12Dv (A8). Truncating at Oð�3Þ yields

2
kb�
2
h�v�i1km�hDv�i2hDY�i5�RhDv�i; (A33)

where the dimensionless residual

RhDv�i52
1

h�

� 	
@ h�h�v�ihDu�i

@x�
2
h�v�i

h�
ðhx�ijr5022hx�ijr520:5Þ2

kb�
2
hDv�i: (A34)

Rearranging (A34)

RhDv�i52hDu�i
@h�v�i
@x�

2
kb�
2
hDv�i2

h�v�i
h�

@ h�hDu�i
@x�

1hx�ijr5022hx�ijr520:5

� 	
; (A35)

which, using the time average of (A14), simplifies to

RhDv�i52hDu�i
@h�v�i
@x�

2
kb�
2
hDv�i: (A36)

Returning to dimensional variables, (A33) and (A36) become (11) and (13).

A4. Craik-Leibovich Forcing
The mean CL term h~uS3~fi5h~uSi3h~fi1h~u0S3f0i is here shown to be negligible under the assumed ordering
(here~f is the vorticity and~uS is the Stokes drift; similar analysis can establish that eddy-frequency fluctuations
in CL forcing are also negligible). For Boussinesq waves, scaling of Stokes drift consistent with section A2 is

h�uSi5c�2h�uS�i; (A37)

hDuSi5c�3hDuS�i; (A38)

�u0S5c�3�u0S�; (A39)

Du0S5c�4Du0S�: (A40)
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Since ðu0; v0;w0Þ 	 ðhui; hvi; hwiÞ and ðu0S; v0S;w0SÞ � ðhuSi; hvSi; hwSiÞ, we will evaluate only h~uSi3h~fi. Using
alongshore uniformity, the mean vorticity is

h~fi52
@hvi
@z

~x1
@hui
@z

2
@hwi
@x

� 	
~y1

@hvi
@x

~z ; (A41)

where~x ;~y ;~z are unit vectors. The alongshore component of h~uSi3h~fi is

ðh~uSi3h~fiÞy52huSihfzi1hwSihfxi; (A42)

where fx and fz are horizontal and vertical components of~f . From (A41) and (A42)

ðh~uSi3h~fiÞy52huSi
@hvi
@x

2hwSi
@hvi
@z

; (A43)

which represents advection of alongshore momentum by the Stokes drift (Uchiyama et al., 2009, found a
depth-averaged form of this result). Noting that @hvi=@z54hDvi=h (from (A8)) and wS5OðuSH=LÞ (from non-
divergence of the mean Stokes drift), using (A17)–(A40) yields

ðh~uSi3h~fiÞy52
�3c2

L
h�uS�i1Oð�Þ½ � @h

�v�i
@x�

14�ðr10:5Þ @hDv�i
@x�

� �
2
�4c2

L
4hwS�ihDv�i; (A44)

where the Oð�Þ term in the first brackets represents depth-dependence of the Stokes drift. The depth-
uniform Oð�3Þ component of (A44) is smaller than resolved terms in (9) (if (9) were carried to the next order,
this advection by the Stokes drift would roughly cancel Eulerian advection). The depth-dependent Oð�4Þ
components of (A44) are smaller than the Oð�3Þ residual RhDvi in (11).

Appendix B: Test of ADP Velocity Measurements Under Intense Wave Breaking

On Agate Beach, Oregon, during 16–17 January 2010, two 2 MHz Nortek Aquadopp ADPs were deployed
within several meters of a Nortek Vector Acoustic Doppler Velocimeter (ADV) (Figure B1a). Instruments were
deployed and recovered during successive low tides, and intense wave breaking was observed over the
instruments throughout the deployment. The mean water depth reached just over 2 m (Figure B1b), and
offshore significant wave height increased from 3.5 m (when wave image of Figure B1a was recorded) to
6.2 m (National Data Buoy Center, Station 46050). One ADP quickly ceased recording owing to a bad

Figure B1. ADP test deployment on Agate Beach, Oregon. (a) Deployment location photographed early in deployment, inset
shows ADV and ADPs displaced alongshore, photographed at low tide. (b) Hourly mean water depth at deployment location.
(c–g) Comparison of ADV (solid) and ADP (dashed, from range bin overlapping ADV sampling elevation) measurements of (c)
hourly mean current (black seaward, grey alongshore), (d) mean wave angle, (e) variance of across-shore eddy velocity, (f)
variance of alongshore eddy velocity, and (g) covariance between across-shore and alongshore eddy velocity.
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battery. The remaining ADP yielded mean currents, mean wave angles, and
eddy velocity statistics in agreement with adjacent ADV measurements (Fig-
ures B1c–B1g).

Appendix C: Estimation of Bed Elevation From ADP
Backscatter Intensity

Owing to reflection from the water surface, ADP profiles of backscatter inten-
sity often showed a peak at a range g2zA above the instrument (labeled 1 in
Figure C1a), where zA < 0 is the ADP elevation. A second peak at range 2ðg
2zAÞ1ðzA2zBÞ (labeled 2 in Figure 1) resulted from multiple reflection (from
the water surface, from the bed, then again from the water surface, and back
to the ADP, here zB5 bed elevation). For every second and every range bin,
we calculated a coordinate

n5range22ðg2zAÞ (C1)

using 1 Hz g estimated from pressure and linear theory. After removing the
mean decay with range, backscatter was interpolated onto a regular n grid.
The multiple reflection then appeared as a peak at constant n in 2 min run-
ning mean backscatter (labeled 2 in Figure C1b). Each day, an ADP elevation
above the bed zA2zB was calculated as the n value associated with this
peak. Outside the surfzone, or in the outer surfzone, this procedure often
yielded clear bed elevation estimates, but far inside the surfzone estimates
were often not obtained because clear reflection peaks could not be identi-
fied (the peak at range g2zA caused by single reflection from the surface
was also unclear far inside the surfzone, possibly owing to the presence of
bubbles). Values of zA2zB obtained on days with clear multiple reflections,
which ranged between 0 and 1 m at X3–X7 (with 99% of values <0.6 m),
were interpolated using splines to yield continuous time series. Estimated zA

2zB were consistent with diver measurements made during instrument
deployment, and in cases where ADPs were buried by bed accretion, esti-
mated zA2zB smoothly approach zero prior to burial.
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